TITLE LEVEL PATRON PLACED HOLDS AND AUTOMATIC RECALL PROCESS
IN ALEPH 500 15.2 FOR THE USMAI
The following is an outline of the resource sharing process that Aleph 500 15.2 provides to
USMAI users. The outline follows the process from both the perspective of the public user
and circulation staff.
General Web PAC Functionality:
•
•

•
•

Patrons can choose to search either individual virtual campus catalogs or the
USMAI catalog which is the global bibliographic catalog.
The Results List from a search will show the sub-libraries that own at least one copy
of the title (unless there are too many to fit on the screen and users will be
prompted to retrieve more.)
The Full View of Record screen shows the institutions that have at least one copy in
their holdings
Once an individual record is selected the bibliographic information is shown. To
retrieve the holdings, click on the Holdings or Availability link next to a particular
institution or, to see the status of each item in the USMAI, click on the Availability
button above the sub-library list on the same screen.
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•

For serial records, the user can retrieve just the holdings and items of a particular
campus or, if the user clicks on the Availability link next to the all locations label on
the Full View of Record, a list of summary holdings for each campus appears
followed by a list of each volume/part and or year on the Holdings screen.

•

All item holdings have current circulation/acquisition or cataloging status, including
non-circulating information and due date if charged out.

Patron Placed Holds Functionality in the Web OPAC:
•
•
•

•

•

Patrons can place a title-level request on any title in any catalog, USMAI catalog
included, where there is at least one eligible copy.
The user begins the process by clicking on the Availability link on the Full View of
Record screen (see record on Page 1)
The Holdings and availability screen appears, listing all holdings and items in the
USMAI. In order to place a title level request, the clicks on the yellow Request
button (see record above)
In Aleph, and new to the CARL sites, users can place a hold on a specific part or
volume of a multi-volume set (see section on Placing a Hold on a Volume in a Multivolume Set.)
Patrons are validated against the USMAI patron file when they log onto the Web
OPAC or, if they didn’t sign in initially, they are asked to enter an ID or barcode and
their last name at the time of placing the hold.
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Regardless of catalog searched, or title chosen by the patron, all USMAI holdings
are reviewed for eligibility in terms of filling the request for that patron.
Items attached to that title are checked across the USMAI for:
o Item eligibility for loans (e.g. non-circulating item status, etc.)
o Availability (e.g. charged, billed as Lost, IPS of Lost, etc.)
o Chargeability to that patron (e.g. restricted to “local” borrowers only, etc.)

•

The patron can specify any USMAI site as the pick-up site for each request unless
there is a copy of the title sitting on the shelf at the pick-up site and the pick-up site
does not page. Only UB, UMLL, UBLL, and CEES allow holds placed on items that
are on the shelf.

•

If the user is successful in placing the hold, a confirmation message will appear on
the Web OPAC screen.

Placing a Hold on a Volume in a Multi-volume Set
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•

The Full View of Record screen for a serial or multi-volume set looks the same as
any other Full View screen described in the General Web PAC Functionality
section.

•

However, after the user retrieves the Holdings and availability screen (see record
on page 2) and clicks on the Request button to begin the hold process, another
level of information or screen is retrieved – also called a “request” screen. At this
point, all eligible items have been sorted into “Hold Groups” by volume number
and/or year. Up to 20 Hold Groups will display on this screen.

•

If a Bib record has more than twenty eligible hold groups attached to it, then the
user clicks on the Display vol/year pull-down menu, highlights the correct
volume/year and clicks on send.
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To place a hold request, the user must click on the request button to the left of the
desired volume/year. The rest of the Hold process remains the same.
Ineligible items (e.g., non-circulating, lost, etc.) have been filtered from this screen.
To see all of the available holdings in the USMAI or a particular sub-library, then the
user should select All Items on the Full View of Record or next to the sub-library.

Patron Placed Holds Processing at the Circulation Desk:
•

•

•

•

•

Following placement of a hold request, any copy that is eligible to fill the request
that becomes available (i.e. returned) anywhere in the USMAI will be shipped intransit to the pick-up site.
A batch program (Balance) is run several times a day to evaluate each new request
and move unsatisfied requests along. It reviews all eligible holdings and consults a
"preferred order” list of suppliers (smallest sub-library to largest) for holds to be
routed to the individual sub-library that meets the request criteria.
The Outstanding Hold Requests Report, showing holds waiting at the sub-library, is
printed from the sub-library’s Task Manager and identifies items to be pulled from
the shelves of that sub-library to satisfy the requests. (See Appendix for copy of
report.)
If staff cannot find an item, they change the Item Processing Status of the item to MI
for “Missing” or RM for “Missing, Searched” and the next time the batch is run the
hold request will move to the next eligible institution's Outstanding Hold Requests
Report.
When a requested item is retrieved from the shelf, it is discharged in circulation. It
will say that it is not on loan and when you click on OK it will indicate that the item
has been requested and must be sent in-transit to the pick-up site.
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Also, if an eligible copy is returned to the Circulation Desk during the process, when
it is discharged in circulation it will be sent in-transit to the pick-up site if the hold
has not already been satisfied by another copy.
The screen indicates that the item must be placed in transit.
The circulation status will reflect this.
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•

A Transfer Slip will print automatically (must set workstation to do this under ALEPH
- Options – Setup Return Options – Print Return Receipt - Transfer) to be placed in
the item. (See Appendix for a copy of notice.)

•

During the period that the item is intransit, it is actually charged to the intransit
borrower of the sublibrary where the item is being sent.
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Automatic Recalls
•

•

If no eligible items are available on the shelf, a charged out item will be recalled
automatically (i.e. requiring no staff-intervention). The loan period may be changed
(based on each owning institution’s parameters to ensure that the original borrower
is treated fairly and has use of the item for a minimum loan period).
A Loan Recall notice will be generated in the item owning sub-library’s Task
Manager for printing and mailing to the current user of the item.

Hold Shelf Processing
•

When an eligible copy is finally received or returned to the pick-up site, it is returned
in circulation and a Hold Request slip is printed to go in the copy and the item is
placed on the pick-up site’s Hold Shelf. The item will indicate that it is on hold in
the Web OPAC.

•
•
•

A Hold Request Available notice is sent from the request pick-up site to the user.
If a hold can not be satisfied, a Hold Waiting notice can be printed.
If the “not needed after date” has expired, the “dead” hold disappears from the
Outstanding Hold Requests Report.

General Inter-institutional Circulation Functionality:
•

•
•

Any eligible patron can charge/renew/discharge any book at any USMAI circulation
desk. There are no extra steps during the discharge of books except for the printing
of an in-transit slip if the item is owned by another site within that institution or
another institution.
The circulation rules for the institution that owns the book will always be applied no
matter where the charge/renew/discharge takes place.
All patron records can be reviewed at any Circulation site in an integrated list.
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All circulation activity for all patrons can be reviewed at any Circulation site, except
financial transactions incurred on other USMAI items.
Financial transactions can only be seen and negotiated (i.e. paid, waived, partially
paid) at the item owning institution.
Staff can place hold requests on materials in the GUI PAC that respond similarly to
the patron-placed requests. However, staff may be able to place holds on items
that are restricted from patron placed holds (e.g. items needed for Reserves,
media, etc.)
Although staff can place item requests or change the IPS status on any institution's
materials to missing, it is not encouraged to do so.
Staff at any Circulation site can add or change a patron record even if they belong
to another institution.
Any blocks/holds/notes are available to all circulation sites.
Blocks based on cumulative overdue recalls and financial activity from all
institutions are generated automatically.

My Account in the Web OPAC:
•

Patrons can review their own circulation record after validation. This information
includes some notes, items charged, and hold requests for activity at all USMAI
sites in one list.

•

Patrons can review the details of their hold requests.
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Patrons can delete their own holds if the request has not been processed.
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